
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2013/2014 
 
Matchday 21 (19th March 2014) 

 
Premier Division 
 
One Hit Wonders move closer to become league champions following a 7-3 
win over Hang Em High. Despite lots of close matches it was a treble for Kate 
Cheer two for Barry Cheer and One for Bertrand Siu with Kate and Barry 
taking the doubles over Paul Brinkhurst and Michael Bridger. For Hang Em it 
was two for Paul Brinkhurst and surprisingly only one for Michael Bridger. 
 
With a ten nil win over Bats the Bullets team of Tomas Pomej, Fred Bodeau 
and David Champneys all got trebles with Tomas and Fred taking the 
doubles. Bats team of Les Hopkins, Bob Hoare and George Mariner despite 
their strength could not win a game. 
 
Dynamos team of Dennis Hayden, Matt and Oliver Caddy had to work hard 
against a two man Thunderbolts team for their 6-4 win. Dynamos could only 
manage a win apiece from Dennis Hayden and Matt Caddy with Dennis and 
Matt also winning the doubles 12–10 in the fifth, but with the three walkovers 
Dynamos came out 6-4 victors. For Thunderbolts a treble for Andrew 
Sharland plus one for Eric Smith. 
 
Again Cuckfield could only field two players but Paul Read and Bev Godfrey 
came out 6-4 winners over Burgess Tigers. Three for Paul two for Bev plus 
the doubles. For Tigers one for Angus Ogg plus the three walkovers. 
 
 
Division One 

 
Unbeaten so far this season and with only one match to go The X Men team 
of John Bridger, Tim Grant and Jake Allonby made sure of their Division One 
Champion status by beating Bashers 6-4. Star for The X Men was junior Jake 
Allonby who defeated the only unbeaten player in Division One Lyle Cyster in 
a thrilling match winning 14-12 in the fifth set. Jake will be moving up to the 
premier next season to bigger challenges. For Bashers two for Lyle Cyster 
one for Annabel Bridger plus a winning doubles for Kate Bridger and Lyle 
Cyster in the doubles over John Bridger and Tim Grant in the fifth. 
 
Following their 6-4 win over Paddlers it looks like Wanderers will finish 
runners up in the first division. For Wanderers a treble for Marcin 
Andrzejewski two for Ray Parker plus one for Muriel Brewer. For Paddlers 
thirteen year old Charlie Hough won two and just lost his third match against 
Marcin in the fifth set. Nooch Staplehurst won one plus the doubles with 
Rupert Browning. 
 
Gangsters came away 8=2 winners over the junior team of the New Lads. 
Trebles for Vincent L’Estrange and Jim Edwell plus one from Colin Cooper 



with Jim and Vincent taking the doubles. For New Lads one apiece for Noah 
Loncar and Peter Booth. 
 
Ashenground defeated Spin Masters 6-4 with many games going to four and 
five sets. Shirley Williams and Ron Gentry collected two wins with Roxana 
Malkiewicz the important one. Ashenground also took the doubles. For Spin 
Masters two for much improved Sam Oosterbaan and one each for Chris 
Slade and Tom Smith. 
 
Again with many matches going all the way The Wild Bunch of Jack Ashworth 
a treble and Luca and Tom Christophersen two each defeated Parents Unite 
7-3. For Parents Unite Two from Peter Dunsby plus the doubles with team 
mate Dean Naude. 
 
The entry for the league Championships on 30th March is very heavy with 
twenty four in the singles, thirty two in the handicap event, twelve in the Vets, 
and fourteen in the juniors plus twelve pairs in the doubles.Top seed in the 
mens is Marc Burman with thirteen year old Kate Cheer at number two. Kate 
is top seed in the juniors with Michael Bridger number two. Busy day for 
Championship Secretary Lyle Cyster. 
 
Report by Brian Taite 
       


